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Tibor Bárány
The Regeneration Affair. On the

Relationship between Criticism and
Power
Keywords: criticism, cultural press, lite-
rary history, professional debate, social
media
An important literary debate occurred
in 2019, triggered by the publication of
a book by prose writer János Háy (Kik
vagytok ti? Kötelezõ magyar irodalom /
Who are You? Compulsory Hungarian
Literature), highlighting different app-
roaches to literary history and to literary
canons, but even more interestingly
showing how professional debates
taking place in literary magazines are
distorted within the framework of
social media and news websites. The
conclusions of Tibor Bárány’s analysis
are as follows: current Hungarian news
media does not properly interact with
literary magazines; online media tends
to frame professional debates as per-
sonal and/or institutional ones; within
the current Hungarian public space,
lacking organic hierarchies of speciali-
zation, the expertise of literary critics
has no legitimacy and is reinterpreted
in terms of conflictual power structures.

Ágnes Beretzky
Once upon a Time in Austria-Hun-

gary… – Long Live the British
Empire! The Controversial Nationa-
lisms of Notable British Justice
Warriors
Keywords: Robert William Seton-Wat-
son, Henry Wickham Steed, Serbian
Society of Great Britain, Lord Evelyn
Cromer, The New Europe, Sir Alexander
Whyte 
The earliest and most devoted British
supporters of the nationalities were
historian Robert William Seton-Watson
and Vienna correspondent of The Times,
Henry Wickham Steed. In October
1916 these gentlemen founded the
Serbian Society of Great Britain to
promote the cause of the unified
Yugoslav state, and Lord Evelyn Cro-

mer, the former consul general of Egypt
was appointed as honorary president.
October 1916 could also witness the
first issues of a weekly, The New Eu-
rope which championed the rights of
nationalities founded by again Seton-
Watson, Steed and former secretary of
Churchill, Sir Alexander Whyte. 
The paper's aim is not to elaborate on
the gradual success of Czech or Croat-
Serb propaganda. It sets out to inves-
tigate instead the ambivalent nationa-
lisms of its four British supporters: the
relationship between their apparent
liberalism as champions of European
small nations and their attitudes to
nationalism or nation building as
citizens or officers of a vast colonial
power. The paper will discuss how
different standards are applied to Aus-
tria-Hungary and the British Empire to
harmonize contradictory loyalties.

Annamária Codãu
The Possibilities of Dialogic Criti-

cism: Some Atypical Formats
Keywords: commenting, dialogue, in-
novation, podcast, video criticism
The author presents new formats of
literary criticism where dialogic form
becomes essential for the critical text
itself. A special attention is given to
examples of podcasts and video criti-
cism that serve as new models for
Hungarian literary criticism because of
their adaptation to new medial con-
texts. The author also explores how
older traditions of dialogic criticism
survive and are reinvented within the
new media field.

Anna Gács
Why Booktubers Are No Critics and

Why They Resemble One
Keywords: Booktube, book market,
criticism, public space, social media
Booktubers tend to differentiate the
function of their approach to literature
from the functionality of institutiona-
lized literary criticism. Currently, the
Booktube phenomenon concerns mainly
the generations below 30, and booktu-
bers present a large amount of Young126
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Adult literature. The article analyzes
the activity of Hungarian booktubers,
based on their book choices but also on
their self-reflexive videos. Booktubers
tend to search for alternatives to
‘professional’ discourses on literature,
but nevertheless they do tend to present
a learning process through their videos.
Booktube works in a different literary
space than the one inhabited by literary
critics and so far has a different type of
audience. Nevertheless it is still an
emerging genre and possible analogies
with the role of literary criticism may
become clearer in the future.

Márió Nemes Z.
The Galactus Affair: Criticism in

the Literary Multiverse
Keywords: canon, criticism, implicit
knowledge, mediality, podcast
The author develops a fictional model
of the literary field where criticism is
absent, and all canonical develop-
ments are based on the functioning of
a ‘Canon Machine’, that works as a
schizoid generator of literary hierar-
chies, a multiverse of literary facts.
The fictional model is useful to iden-

tify some aspects of the current li-
terary scene, resulting not only from
the mediality of discourses, but also
from the specific power structures
that generate implicit cultural know-
ledge.

Dávid Zelei
Book Reviews in Hungarian Litera-

ry Magazines in 2018
Keywords: cultural politics, genre cri-
ticism, literary criticism, literary maga-
zines, statistics
The author analyzes the whole range
of literary criticism published in 2018
in 11 mainstream Hungarian literary
magazines. Through these 388 book
reviews a number of important ques-
tions regarding the Hungarian literary
scene can be approached: how fast the
reception of literary works is articu-
lated, how centralized the Hungarian
literary scene appears to be, how
works of world literature are reflected
upon, what is the proportion of poetry
criticism as compared to prose criti-
cism, and also how segmented the
Hungarian literary field appears to be
according to political preferences.
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